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The New iPhone 6: Thinner and Lighter 

 

The Sixth Coming 

As widely expected, Apple last month launched the latest and greatest (6th 

generation) iPhone. This came alongside the newest mobile operating system iOS6.  

Unlike the naming convention across Apple’s product line, such as the iPad and 

Macbook, Apple is sticking to the iPhone’s numerical-based system. So we now have 

the iPhone 5. 

Getting Lost 

More than the gadgetry, iOS6 and its implications will have an impact on the mobile 

marketplace. That includes things like deeper Facebook integration for app 

developers to build in authentication and Open Graph tie-ins.  
 

Other iOS6 highlights include the new Maps app, Passbook, shared photo libraries, 

Summary: The past few weeks have been filled with media attention to the 

iPhone5, and Apple’s iOS6 platform that will run the device. The spotlight has 

focused primarily on the shortcomings of Apple’s Maps product that replaces 

Google Maps’ default position on iOS devices. While perhaps a bit overblown, the 

Maps controversy and its aftermath will impact the world of mobile local search 

because mobile mapping is a growing entry point to search-influenced local buying 

behavior. In addition to Maps, Apple’s Passbook app is new to iOS6 and will 

likewise have strong implications for mobile local media. This report explores the 

potential impact of both products.  
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Siri enhancements, and lots of interface updates. Of all of these, Maps has gotten the 

most attention because it was an uncharacteristic stumble on Apple’s part.  

As background, Apple replaced Google’s longstanding default mapping position in 

iOS6 with its own homegrown app. This was built from mapping acquisitions such as 

Placebase and C3, and features high-resolution flyover imagery and turn-by-turn 

navigation. 

iPhone5 Technical Specifications 

 The phone is bigger, with a 4-inch diagonal screen. 

 The new design is 18 percent thinner (7.6 mm) and 20 percent lighter (112 

grams). 

 The white version has a raw aluminum back. The black one has black 

anodized backing. 

 The new phone’s retina display is 326 ppi. 

 The longer screen means five rows of icons. 

 Old apps will run letterboxed, and developers can quickly update their apps to 

the new aspect ratio. 

 The new model features 44 percent better color saturation. 

 A single chip is used for voice and data, with a number of connectivity 

standards GPRS, EDGE, EV-DO, HSPA, HSPA+, DC-HSDPA and LTE (Sprint, 

AT&T and Verizion in the U.S.) 

 The A6 Chip has a 2X faster CPU and 2X graphics capability compared to the 

A5. 

 The stronger battery offers eight hours of 3G or LTE talk time or browsing, 

and 10 hours on WiFi browsing. 

 An important uprade is the improved camera based on iSight with 40 percent 

faster image capture and native panoramic capability. 

 The new phone features three microphones for a wider spectrum of audio. 

 A new dock connector replaces the nine-year-old 30-pin connector. The new 

connector is 80 percent smaller and based on a new standard called Lightning 

(to match the “Thunder” connection standard in Mac products). 

 

Google had one year left in its contract, but increasing competition between the two 

companies compelled Apple to end the relationship early. Google’s refusal to include 

turn by turn navigation in its iOS mapping app (reserving it for the Android version) 

also contributed to Apple’s decision. 

The result is Apple Maps. Though it carries Apple’s characteristic polish (no pun 

intended), mapping is a game that is won or lost on function, not form. Maps users 
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are more concerned with finding their destination than admiring nice looking flyover 

images of national landmarks. 

Getting maps right involves compiling lots of listings data and search algorithms, 

which aren’t among Apple’s core strengths (pun intended). Compared with Google’s 

long tenure in this area, Apple is only beginning to stitch together local 

vertical content partners like Yelp and TomTom. 

This relative inexperience in mapping is reflected in the product, which has suffered 

countless negative user reviews since its launch. What has received less attention is 

the impact the Apple Maps imbroglio is having on app developers, who rely on 

quality mapping tools to provide value for their users (see Appendix for case study).  

Apple Maps: Flyover Imagery and Turn-by-turn 

 

Feature Regression  

For users and developers, this boils down to feature regression. This is both rare and 

damaging for a company like Apple that has 1. superlative quality standards, and 2. 

margins primarily based on hardware sales. This lapse could very well sway users 

from buying iPhones.  
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Though its execution was beneath its standards, Apple’s reasons for moving to its 

own mapping platform were sound in light of the company’s fundamental need to 

control the ecosystem surrounding its products. 

Put a different way, Google was simply gaining too much leverage within Apple’s own 

backyard (some might call it a walled garden). But more important than this, is the 

valuable user data that can be gained through owning the maps front end. 

This type of consumer data uncovers lots of local buying behavior and other things 

that are increasingly valuable in this age of “big data.” This ties in with Passbook 

(more on that below), iAd, and the sleeping giant that is an iTunes-centric offline 

payments platform. 

The Big G 

Another big question is how Apple’s map initiative affects Google. This is significant 

because of Google’s 60 percent share of U.S. mobile ad revenues, and 96 percent 

share of mobile query volume. 

Google owes much of this to its default search positioning in iOS's Safari browser. 

While this relationship remains intact, it begs the question of what will happen when 

Apple replaces Google search as it has done with Google's mapping app. 

The irony in all of this is in how important the iOS environment is to Google. Though 

Android is growing in hardware market share, iOS still has greater engagement 

levels. As one corollary, iOS has a higher share of ad impressions, according to 

Millennial Media. 

Losing the search position on Safari would hurt Google a lot more than begin pushed 

off the iPhone’s default mapping position. This is simply because Google monetizes 

web based searches to a much greater degree than app-based map searches in iOS. 

That doesn’t mean the mapping decision was painless for Google. Mobile local search 

is a huge area of opportunity and growth. Google has stated publicly that 40 percent 

of mobile searches have local intent (much more within a dedicated mapping app). 

And it has begun to monetize in-app map searches in Android. 

Because a great deal of local search happens within native mapping apps, getting 

kicked off the iPhone will cost Google in terms of local search query volume. This is a 

harbinger for what would be a much larger loss to its default browser search in 

Safari, which could come next.  

But as far as mapping apps go, don't count Google out by any means; Android 

continues to gain device share. And even within iOS, bet on Google to launch a third-

party mapping app in the iOS App store, just as it recently did with its YouTube app. 

This could potentially be much better than its previous default iOS mapping app, as it 

wouldn't be held back by iOS firmware update cycles. And the well-publicized foibles 

of Apple’s homegrown app opens a door for Google to gain back iOS users.  
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Though it remains true that default "on deck" positioning usually wins out, Google 

still has considerable opportunity to gain mobile mapping share, even within iOS. 

Either way, it still has a commanding lead in local search. And it won’t be easy to 

steal that crown. 

Final Thoughts: Passing Grade 

Through all of this media coverage of what’s become known as “mapgate,” many of 

the other aspects of iOS6 have been overshadowed. The one with the greatest 

implications for mobile local media is clearly Passbook.  

Passbook organizes digital loyalty cards, gift cards, tickets, and mobile payment 

standards. Unlike other standalone solutions, its advantage lies in its central position 

at the OS level, and its SDK for developers to build Passbook functionality into their 

apps. 

Apple Passbook Welcome Screen 

 

For example, Walgreens allows users browsing its app to “save” coupons and 

promotions to Passbook. Users redeem these by opening the Passbook app at the 

point of sale, and follow written instructions for store clerks to scan the barcode that 

displays on their phone.  

This ties into Walgreens’ existing system of deal distribution and POS redemption in 

its own app. The only difference is that its users can now also choose to save the 

same coupons to passbook which is more of a “one-stop-shop” to keep their digital 

collateral.  

This is increasingly relevant given the app marketplace’s fragmentation, and the 

related “app fatigue” that tempers growth for individual app developers. Tying in to 
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Passbook allows them more distribution through Apple’s centralized and default 

platform. 

Many others are taking advantage including Starbucks (stored value cards), United 

(ticketing) and Target. Meanwhile third parties are joining Passbook such as Gyft to 

tap into a long tail opportunity for gift card exchange.  

Valpak has also been an early mover with Passbook integration. As opposed to 

Walgreens’ single point solution, a much wider array of coupons can now be 

searched and saved to Passbook. Push alerts can be sent whenever users are nearby 

a chance to use one.  

This caused the app's iTunes ranking to crack the top 100, standing at No. 87 at the 

time of this writing. It also jumped from No. 177 to No. 6 in the lifestyle category. 

As app store optimization (ASO) goes, this will have a snowball effect on continued 

downloads. 

By making this one update, Valpak’s utility – already addressing a deal-

hungry marketplace – reaches many more users. We'll start to see this happen on a 

broader scale as iOS developers continue to latch on to Passbook's versatile 

functionality. 

Part of that versatility results from the fact that Passbook is simply a front end to 

federate these different systems: it works with various competing standards of 

redemption. That includes POS scans, and other things such as gift cards that are 

authenticated by keying in a number at the POS.  

The flexibility of this system and its on-deck positioning in iOS will make it a 

powerful tool for users to federate all of their coupons, gift cards and loyalty cards. 

As such it will help these technologies get over the hump in mobile usage and 

adoption. 

Similarly for app developers, retailers and small businesses, it will offer economies of 

scale and the ability to reach many more users than the fragmented app 

marketplace offers on its own. It also offers a consistent UI to which growing ranks 

of iOS users will be acclimated. 

Acclimation is a key point, as user adoption of mobile payments, coupons and other 

value exchange has previously been tempered by consumers’ tendency to resist 

behavioral change. In many ways, Passbook will standardize this process, while 

retailers will conversely educate users out of self-interest. 

This will all accelerate the chicken-and-egg challenged system of adoption across 

these areas of mobile. Those include mobile deals, ticketing, loyalty, payments, and 

other local (and non-local) applications that have yet to be discovered.  
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Valpak’s New Passbook Functionality 

  

 

Appendix: Arrested Development 

The following analysis was provided to us by Tobias Dengel, CEO of WillowTree Apps, 

originally published on BIA/Kelsey’s Local Media Watch blog on October 3. He 

confirms that this will indeed be a large issue for app developers, and takes the 

analysis a step further with a case study from one of his clients.  

At this point, the Apple Maps fiasco is well documented. Apple has issued an 

apology, and is making it easier for consumers to get Google maps on their 

iPhone. But there’s a much bigger problem under the surface that won’t be so 

easy to fix: almost every iPhone app that contains maps relies on the 

mapping framework provided by the iOS Software Development Kit (SDK), 

which Apple switched from Google to Apple maps without informing any 

developers of the implications. 

Take a look at the two map screenshots below from the University of Virginia 

iPhone app — the one on the left is the map in iOS5 and on the right is in 

iOS6. In iOS5, the iconic landmarks on UVA’s “Grounds” are clear; in iOS6, 

the building locators look like a bunch of dots on an open field. As developers, 

we relied on the data present in the mapping framework when we designed 

what the experience would be – so we created simple dots hovering over the 

Google-provided building outlines for users to tap. If the map we were 

working with had been a picture of an open field, as it is today, we would 

certainly have developed a different approach. 

The change has significant implications for the local search industry — the 

mapping function of every existing app is going to perform differently vs. two 

weeks ago. Apple does seem to be making adjustments rapidly — last week a 

http://blog.kelseygroup.com/index.php/2012/09/24/mobile-mapping-wars-reach-a-new-phase/
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search for a 3rd Street address while standing in Manhattan directed me to 

Brooklyn; today it is showing me an interstitial (”Do you mean Manhattan or 

Brooklyn?”). And in fairness it took Google years to get its maps to their 

present state. But I don’t know that consumers and app developers will give 

Apple years to fix this…. 

So what can directories and local search apps do now? Testing of course is 

the key — under a variety of scenarios and geographies. If the mapping 

results are not as desired, a redesign may be in order. For example, in the 

UVA app, if Apple doesn’t make progress soon, we may look at adding a layer 

with all the building outlines, etc. In other apps (e.g. for franchises), 

developers may have to plot buildings, local landmarks or other important 

data themselves. These types of things previously were part of the SDK so 

inexpensive and easy to do — now they will have to be custom programmed. 

As of last week, Apple is requiring that any new updates to iPhone apps 

include a larger version that is optimized for the iPhone 5 screen. And many 

map-based apps will require expensive updates to ensure their usability in the 

new iOS 6 mapping environment. Looks like app development budgets that as 

of two weeks ago were targeting feature enhancements for Q4 are now likely 

going to be burned on just maintaining the status quo. That’s the unfortunate 

ripple effect of Apple’s iOS6/iPhone 5 launch. MLM 

Google Maps vs. Apple Maps 

 

http://blog.kelseygroup.com/wp-content/uploads/UVA-Grounds-iOS5.png
http://blog.kelseygroup.com/wp-content/uploads/UVA-Grounds-iOS6.png

